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THE BIG IDEA
Mountain bike tourism developers have a responsibility to host communities
and the environment because they use public and unceded land as their product
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CBPR FRAMEWORK

METHOD/METHODOLOGY
Fosters co-learning and capacity building. A
balance between knowledge generation
and benefits for community partners

Focuses on problems of local relevance

Occurs through a cyclical and iterative
process

Involves a long-term process and
commitment to sustainability
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CRITICAL QUESTIONS
1. What are the key historical power
relations that require examination in
order for mountain bike tourism
development to adopt priorities that
emphasize socio-cultural and
environmental factors as well as
economic gain?
2. How does mountain bike tourism
constrain or enhance government and
resource industry relationships with
communities? What are the
implications of this when establishing
trails on public, unceded lands, parks,
and protected areas?

CRITICAL QUESTIONS
3.

To what extent does mountain bike
tourism contribute to the complex
layers of land use conflict?

4.

What are the trail access and
inventory issues in mountain bike
tourism development that influence
community and land managers
ability to consider socio-cultural and
environmental values?

5.

Are community and land managers
challenged by trail development?
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CONCLUSION
This research calls on mountain bike tourism developers
to consider their social license and integrate fundamentals
of sustainable development when using the land as a
resource. This is a crucial undertaking as the majority of
trails are built, managed and maintained by volunteers.
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Let’s go for a ride…
Ted Morton
tmorton@mcelhanney.com
1-250-899-0096
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